The HANDLINE series is all conventional handline sizes in one automatic nozzle series. The 1.5” (38mm) version is an excellent choice for 1.5", 1.75", and 2.0” (38mm, 45mm, and 50mm) attack lines. The 2.5” (64mm) version combines with 2.5” (64mm) and 3” (76mm) lines. Models are offered in 100 psi, 75 psi, and 55 psi (7 bar, 5 bar, and 4 bar) versions. All TFT Handlines accept the FJ-H low-expansion or the FJ-HMX multi-expansion foam attachments.

Models are offered in tip-only versions (for break and extend operations) or with a stainless steel slide valve. Choose valves with no-grip, pistol grip, or playpipe handles. Optional folding pistol grips are ideal for tight hose lays. Customize the look with colored pistol grips or colored handle covers at no extra charge. Choose from a wide selection of coupling styles, threads, and sizes.

The HANDLINE is constructed for severe duty use. The rubber bumper is permanently bonded to the shaper and the super tough polymer handle outlasts metal handles even in extreme conditions. The built-in gasket grabber works in conjunction with a large flush opening to keep the nozzle operational even if worst-case debris conditions occur with just one turn of the wrist.

TFT’s patented, turbulence free slide valve and detent flow control offer firefighters optimum streams and reach and control of flows at the nozzle. The nozzle adjusts to provide effective firefighting streams even when gating the nozzle.

Click here for more information on TFT’s HANDLINE Series.
The 1.5" HANDLINE features flush without shutting down, patented slide-type valve for turbulence-free flow control, six detent flow positions, molded rubber teeth for full-fill “power fog”, and “Gasket Grabber” inlet screen. They utilize lightweight hard coat anodized aluminum materials for maximum resistance to corrosion and wear. 1.5” NH (38mm) rocker lug swivel couplings are standard. Folding pistol grips and NFPA color handles and grips are also available.

EACH of the 1.5” (38mm) CONFIGURATIONS is available in THREE PRESSURE OPTIONS:

1. 100 psi (7 bar) with a flow range of 95-300 gpm (360-1150 l/min)
2. 75 psi (5 bar) with a flow range of 95-250 gpm (360-950 l/min)
3. 55 psi (4 bar) with a flow range of 95-225 gpm (360-850 l/min)

The 2.5” HANDLINE features flush without shutting down, patented slide-type valve for turbulence-free flow control, six detent flow positions, molded rubber teeth for full-fill “power fog,” and “Gasket Grabber” inlet screen. They utilize lightweight hard coat anodized aluminum materials for maximum resistance to corrosion and wear. 2.5” NH (64mm) rocker lug swivel couplings are standard. Folding pistol grips and NFPA color handles and grips are also available.

EACH of the 2.5” (64mm) CONFIGURATIONS is available in MULTIPLE PRESSURE OPTIONS:

1. 100 psi (7 bar) with a flow range of 95-300 gpm (360-1150 l/min)
2. 75 psi (5 bar) with a flow range of 95-250 gpm (360-950 l/min)
3. 55 psi (4 bar) with a flow range of 95-225 gpm (360-850 l/min)

* 100 psi or 75 psi versions only

MADE IN USA
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